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Note:  This document is presented for information unless an agreement is reached beforehand, then it will be presented for
approval.

SA_Tdoc Doc Spec_ CR# R Vers C New Topic Title
SP-99226 373 22.100 A019 3.3.0 B 3.4.0 Emergency Handling of Emergency Numbers: Adds a requirement to support an emergency call

teleservice as defined in TS22.101

SA_Tdoc Doc Spec_ CR# R Vers C New Topic Title
SP-99226 395 22.101 A020 7 3.5.0 B 3.6.0 Emergency To route the call to the appropriate emergency service if more than one emergency

number is supported in a country.

8.4         Emergency calls

UMTS shall support an emergency call teleservice as defined in GSM 02.03 (TS12), which fulfills the following additional service requirements:

- It shall be possible to establish an emergency speech call to the serving network. Emergency calls will be routed to the emergency services in accordance
with national regulations (GSM 02.03). This may be based upon one or more default numbers stored in the ME (GSM 02.30). It may also be possible to
establish an emergency call without the need to dial a dedicated number, such as by use of a 'red button', or a linkage to car air bag control. This
functionality shall be available without a USIM being present (no other type of calls shall be accepted by an ME without USIM).
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Note: It will be left to the national authorities to decide whether the network should accept emergency calls without the USIM.

- When a USIM is present, additional subscriber emergency call set-up MMI preferences may be provided (GSM 02.07).

- The Emergency call teleservice is required only if the MS supports telephony.

Further following requirement shall be fulfilled:

- When a USIM containing stored emergency numbers is present, only those numbers are identified as emergency numbers, i.e. default emergency
numbers stored in the ME are ignored.

- The following  emergency numbers shall be stored into ME: 000, 08, 112, 110,  911 and 999. (Additional numbers are FFS.)

- It shall be possible for the serving network to obtain the number, which was used to initiate the emergency call. This will allow the network the option to
route the call to different emergency call centres if appropriate. If the dialed digits are not recognised as an emergency service by the serving network, the
call shall be routed to the default emergency service.
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6.2. Bearer services
UMTS phase 1 shall support GSM phase 2+ Release '99 data bearer services :
Circuit switched data: Circuit switched data services and "real time" data services shall be provided for
interworking with the PSTN/ISDN so that the user is unaware of the access network used (UMTS and
GSM access network or handover between access networks). Both transparent (constant delay) and
non-transparent (zero error with flow control) services shall be supported. These data services shall
operate with minimum loss of data on handover between the GSM access network and the UTRAN.
Packet switched data: Packet switched data services shall be provided for interworking with packet
networks such as IP-networks and LANs. The standard shall provide mechanisms which ensure the
continuity of packet based services upon handover e.g. between GSM and UMTS.

6.3 Emergency Call
UMTS Phase 1 R'99 shall support an emergency call teleservice as defined in [1].

7 UTRAN capabilities
NOTE : The term performance refers in this clause to the realisation of the QoS objectives inside

the UTRAN.

UTRAN capabilities for UMTS are the complete set of bearer capabilities and bearer control specified
in UMTS 22.05. The UTRAN shall have the following capabilities :

1) A UTRAN shall be contained within only one UMTS network. (In the case of a network with a
phase 1 UMTS core network consisting of an evolved GSM core network, it shall be possible to
connect the UTRAN to the GSM NSS and GPRS backbone infrastructures or only one of them.)

2) The UTRAN shall support the set-up, re-negotiation and clearing of connections with a range of
traffic and performance characteristics. The re-negotiation may result from an upper layer
request or a change in the radio conditions (handover, cell load modification,...) and may be
mobile station or network initiated. It shall be possible for the UTRAN to apply the following
traffic policing mechanisms such as :

. connection admission control (CAC) during connection set-up and re-negotiation,

. flow control (FC) on a connection during its lifetime,

.  usage parameter control (UPC) on a connection during its lifetime..

3) The UTRAN shall support a range of traffic and performance characteristics for the
connectionless traffic.

4) The range of traffic and performance characteristics that shall be supported by UTRAN for
connection oriented and connectionless traffic is indicated in TS 22.05 sections 5.2 to 5.4.

5) The UTRAN shall allow one mobile termination to handle more than one bearer service
simultaneously and to have bearer services of different connection modes. It is nevertheless
expected that the terminal and network capabilities will put some limitations on the number of
bearer services that can be handled simultaneously. It shall be possible for each connection to
have independent traffic and performance characteristics. It shall be possible for each
connectionless message to have independent traffic and performance characteristics.
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8.3 Security for the user

It should be possible for the user to authenticate the network when registering and before initiating a
service if desired.
Steps shall be taken to ensure the privacy and integrity of sensitive information transferred between the
user and all other entities; e.g. user identity and user traffic.

8.4 Emergency calls
A UMTS terminal capable of making emergency calls shall be able to do so when there is no UICC
physically present. The terminal shall be responsible for ensuring that only emergency numbers are
attempted when no UICC is present to prevent the misuse of network resources. It will be left to the
national authorities to decide whether the network should accept such calls. In addition networks may
also validate that only emergency calls are accepted when no UICC is inserted in the terminal.

UMTS shall support an emergency call teleservice as defined in GSM  02.03 (TS12)02.03, which
fulfil ls the following additional service requirements:

- It shall be possible to identify a particular speech call asestablish   an emergency speech call to the
serving network. Emergency calls will be routed to the emergency services in accordance with
national regulations (GSM 02.03). This may be based upon one or more default numbers stored in
the UEME (GSM 02.30). It may also be possible to establish an emergency call without the need to
dial a dedicated number based dedicated means, such as by use of a 'red button', or a linkage to car
air bags control. This functionality shall be available without a USIM being present (no other type
of calls shall be accepted by an UEME without USIM).

Note:         It will be left to the national authorities to decide whether the network should accept
emergency calls without the USIM.

- When a USIM is present, additional certain subscriber preferred emergency call set-up MMI
preferences may be provided (GSM 02.07). .

- The Emergency call teleservice is only required to be provided byonly if the  UMMS supportsing
telephony.

, or some other methodIt shall be possible to initiate an emergency call when the USIM is not present
(this may require a default number to be stored in the UE as above). The terminal shall be responsible
for ensuring that only emergency numbers are attempted when no USIM is present to prevent the
misuse of network resources.
Further following requirement shall be fulfilled:

- When a USIM is present with containing stored emergency numbers stored is presentin USIM,
only those numbers are identified as emergency numbers, i.e. default emergency numbers stored in
the UMME are ignored.

- The fFollowing  emergency numbers shall be stored into UMME: 000, 08, 112, 110,  911 and 999.
(Additional numbers are FFS.)

-  It shall be possible for the serving network to obtain the number, which was used to initiatethe user
has input for the emergency call. This will allow the network the option to route optionally the call
to different emergency call centres if appropriate. If the dialled digits are not recognised as an
emergency service by the serving network, the call shall be routed to the default emergency service.


